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Kiddologic to Exhibit at the 2013 ABC Kids Expo in Las Vegas

Carlton, OR (September 16, 2013) - Kiddologic announces that it will be exhibiting at the 2013 ABC Kids 
Expo in Las Vegas, October 15-18. Kiddologic launched its debut product, the bibit-all™ at the ABC Kids 
Expo in Louisville, KY in October of 2012. “We are really looking forward to this year’s show. We hope to 
introduce the bibit-all™ to many new retailers and members of the media. Our goal is to continue to 
expand the distribution of the bibit-all™ and to spread the word about this award-winning product,” 
says Kiddologic CEO Laurie O’Nion.

About the bibit-all™:

The bibit-all™ is a must-have bib that �nally gives parents an e�ective solution to a universal problem — 
mealtime messes at home and on the go. 

Conventional bibs don’t provide e�ective coverage of baby’s clothes, and other ‘full coverage’ bibs on 
the market are lacking in true protection, comfort, quality, convenience, attractiveness, and a�ordability. 
“I created the bibit-all™ to �ll those gaps and provide what is truly the perfect bib,” says Laurie.

The super-soft, stretch terry bibit-all™ features long sleeves with ribbed cu�s, a high ribbed collar to 
prevent drips, and full coverage that extends to the lap. An innovative waterproof lining backs the front 
panel to prevent foods and liquids from soaking through. “This means less clothing changes, less 
laundry, less stains and greater peace of mind at home and on the go,” said O’Nion.

The bibit-all™ is made from high quality, stretch terry and ribbing for plush softness, comfortable stretch, 
superior absorbency, and durability. The revolutionary lining is not only 100% waterproof, but is also a 
stretch knit that is soft, light and comfortable. The lightweight but durable PUL lining provides an e�ective 
barrier without adding bulk or restraint of movement. 

The bibit-all™ is refreshingly convenient to use. Without snaps, ties or Velcro fasteners to fuss with, the 
super-stretchy pullover design and easy-in/easy-out sleeves make the bibit-all quick, easy, and comfortable 
to put on and take o�. The bibit-all™ is also conveniently portable — it can be compactly folded or stu�ed 
into a diaper bag pocket and still be wrinkle free when taken out for use. The bibit-all is conveniently 
machine washable and dryable. It retains its shape and quality, use after use and wash after wash. 

--more-- 

The bibit-all™ is available in three colors: sky blue, wild orchid, and a gender neutral fresh lime. It is also 
available in two sizes: 6 months+ for infants and 12 months+ for toddlers and preschoolers. The fashion-
able colors and design make this bib an attractive accessory in any setting. In addition, the bibit-all™ is 
a�ordably priced, allowing parents to keep multiple bibs in rotation and making it an ideal shower gift.

Finally, a bib that combines coverage, comfort, quality and convenience all in one attractive and 
a�ordable design! 

The bibit-all™ has already won four prestigious product awards. It is a Parent Tested Parent Approved 
winner, a Mom's Choice Award gold seal winner, a Mom's Best Award winner, and a BabyMaternity 
Magazine Award winner (named 2013 Top Choice of the Year for the bibs category).

About Kiddologic:

Laurie O’Nion’s previous profession, prior to being a mom and entrepreneur, was as a wildlife biologist. 
In 2008, she joyfully traded her backpack for a diaper bag to become a full-time mom. Laurie and her 
husband were indescribably happy and grateful to become parents.

When their �rst kiddo was 6 months old and transitioning into solids, Laurie quickly realized the need for 
a better bib. She tried many of the options available, and found that conventional bibs and so-called ‘full 
coverage bibs’ on the market didn’t provide true protection of her baby’s clothes and were lacking in 
comfort, ease of use, quality, and style. Laurie started her company in 2010 to pursue the development of 
the bibit-all™ [in order to �ll those gaps and that need both personally and in the market] and to create a 
job that she could do primarily from home with her little guy.

Laurie poured all her research skills into learning, planning, and implementing the many ‘moving parts’ of 
the business that were necessary to take her product to market. She didn’t have a business background, 
but had always been a problem solver with an innovative nature — necessary qualities in a mom and in 
an entrepreneur. Laurie had the willingness to learn anything and the determination, passion, and 
follow-through to make it happen.

The bibit-all™, which Kiddologic launched in the fall of 2012, is an award winning product available in 
stores across the country. Laurie and her husband now have two wonderful kiddos, who are the CIOs 
(Chief Inspirational O�cers) at Kiddologic.

“Both are dreams come true” says Laurie.

Kiddologic’s mission is to o�er “the best of basics” — products that are smart, practical, and fashionable 
solutions to the universal challenges of parenthood. The company’s focus is on improving the most 
essential baby care items that parents use every day.

Kiddologic: PO Box 68, Carlton, OR 97111
www.kiddologic.com
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